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About This Game

Murder is a short story about the intersection of morality and sentience, told in the form of a point and click adventure.

Over its memorable twenty to thirty minute playtime, Murder takes players on a journey through a near-future Tokyo, following
the actions of Lieutenant Motomeru Minori of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police on an unusual and dangerous case, in a story that

explores the intersection of morality and sentience in a future where both have become commodities.

Features:

 Engaging environmental storytelling and confident cinematic flair, equally inspired by the works of Fullbright and
Blendo Games

 Setting that presents fresh ideas while also paying homage to pioneers such as Masumune Shirow, Katsuhiro Otomo and
Neal Stephenson

 Experimental point & click style, partway between the classic form and a more minimal, streamlined one

 Incredibly detailed cyberpunk world with expertly-crafted pixel art graphics

 Rich and varied cast with full voice acting
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 Dynamic score by KubrixXx spanning noisehop, neo-classical, and ambient styles

 Support for mouse, keyboard, and gamepad
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8.5\/10
After the first iBomber gave decent value for the price I decided to see if the sequel would do as well.
It didn't, it went FAR BEYOND expectations with new features aplenty. If you ever see the bundle on sale, grab it and
enjoy. For the cost of a sandwich it'll keep you going for a few days.. It's a walking simulator, that's a documentary
about making games and mental health and friendship and perception.

It's a visceral kick in the feels.. Multiplayer doesn't work don't buy it if you want to play online.. Everything
CycloneInAmes said is spot on and true.

Just don't buy this steaming pile of doo doo.

After seen it on Jim Sterling, I thought I needed a good laugh playing something crap.

Let me tell you the true... I didn't laugh once, all the time I was saying to myself "Oh my.. this is so totally AWFUL,
and 99.999% unfinished. why did I buy this crap in the first place"

The download size in 10.9GB, once Steam unpacks it 19GB. If you are looking to scratch that roguelike itch you can't
go wrong with this game. A wonderful twist on the concept.. horrid gameplay dont buy it. I never had a PSP so I never
really got to experience the original LUMINES but I did play it's many sequels and ports, from the PS2, PS3, PSvita,
PC, and even the mobile version that was on my old Nokia and LG phones. I was pretty disappointed in the original pc
port of LUMINES from 10 years ago, it just felt like a cheap knock-off and not the authentic LUMINES experience. It
ran alright on my old laptop, but it just looked so bland when compared even to the mobile version. When I heard that
the original game was being remastered in 2018, I was kind of skeptical at first, but I can tell you that this remaster is
just gorgeous! All the skins and other visual effects have been touched up and simply SHINE. The game supports
resolutions up to 4k now, though I don't use 4k, I'm playing at 1080p. I love the feature that rumbles my controller to
the beat of the music, but I do wish I could use the analog stick to move the blocks, instead of the d-pad. If you're a fan
of LUMINES at all you owe it to yourself to give this a look. Tetris fans should also consider checking it out as well!.
Things I like about this game:
The ball actually connects with the bat, no matter where you hit it, unlike in other cricket vr games.
Fun special run chases, over surviving, etc.
Fielder animations and running actually look (somewhat) good
You can skip waiting for the fielder to throw the ball back (very, very occasionally bugs and the bowler stands there
without doing anything and you have to restart)
Only need one controller
Leaderboard system
Satisfying when the ball is hit
Generally a great game

Cons (although minor, still have an impact)
The markings on the pitch don't actually line up with the stumps
Fielders will catch the ball 100% of the time, no matter the speed, the height, the distance etc.
You can punch the ball 500km\/h straight to silly mid off and he will catch it while playing the one handed diving
animation. The only exception is the wicketkeeper. He will catch "nicks" 100% of the time but if you sky the ball and
he's the one running for it he will let it drop 100% of the time.
The outfield is seriously, seriously slow.
The ball will occasionally bounce off the boundary for 3 (mainly near square or third man)
If a spin bowler opens the bowling, until you restart the match, every bowler (even the fast bowlers) will have the ball
turn the same direction
The stumps are way too wide and a little bit too tall
The sounds get very repetitive (like the crowd cheering for a boundary and the milestone cheering.) Would love to be
able to disable specific sounds while still having the bat connecting with the ball sound
And the main one that always bugs me: the handle is bigger than the vive controller. Seriously. Please fix this. Move
the controller closer to the bat or just have it the same size. Bugs me so much.
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Despite all this, I've spent many hours in love with this game, and despite all the cons listed, the pros definitely
outweigh. Don't let this review put you off. I hope that changes are made, bet of luck to the dev team. I do not
reccomend this game. Even if you buy it on sale, it's not worth the price.

Pros-
1. The art is the only thing I liked about this game. The environments are pretty well drawn and are what initially
enticed me to buy the game. Even so, there's places where the characters are drawn in awkward-looking positions and
for me, it breaks the immersion.

Cons-
1. The price. This game is 7 dollars US. It's not worth even three dollars as an experience. Here's why:

2. The dialogue is stilted and deadpan. I'm not sure if it's due to the inexperience of the actors or the translation of the
script, but no one in this game seems to completely sell their emotions in any scene. Christina's character is the only
one which comes even close.
3. There is pixel-hunting in this game.
4. The solution to any and every puzzle is finnicky. Some actions are obvious, like cutting the straps to the barrels, but
we're not permitted to do so until the game tells us to do it. There are other instances in which this happens, where we
need to prompt a spoken piece of dialogue. It basically becomes an exercise in trying every item on every interaction
before moving on. If they're not obvious and blocked off, then they make little sense.
5. One more problem with puzzles, there is a puzzle near at the end which nessecitates the use of an object mentioned
in the first ten minutes. It looks identical to everything else in the room and if I had not specifically made note of it, I
would have been stuck on this dumb solution.
6. The story in general. Oliver's problems are predictable and handled badly. His need to call his wife, during a robbery
and then an assault, is just ridiculous. He even says he could call his business associate\/crime buddy to stop this
problem. His actions with the cashier are cringe-worthy. The phone call in the beginning implies Oliver is a criminal,
we don't need him to tell us he is, and apart from some behavioral problems, he never comes across to the audience as
the lost cause the game wants him to be. The plot here is too irrational to be taken seriously. Why have the sexual
assault plot point at all when it affects nothing? It's tasteless and it was not presented in a respectful way. Overall, the
story just tells us that... crime and alcholism is bad? Oliver never gets help for his addictive problems and Oliver's
covering up the murder is presented as just for his guilt and actions. The plot overall, is just a mess.
7. The dream sequence lags constantly and has no reason to do so.
8. The audio mixing sometimes covers over spoken dialogue, even on default settings.
9. There is no flavor text on items in your inventory, if you ever needed to get up from this game and forgot what all of
them were, you would not be able to determine what some of them actually are.
10. Lastly, length. I spent 2 hours with this game. If I had not had to fight the walking speed and the event triggering-
dialogue, I would have completed this game in one.

If you value your time, don't buy this game. It is too serious and poorly handled for it to be anything other than a
money sink.
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Five stars to recommend this game
Advantages:
-realism, the lives experienced are so real that makes player think deeply;
-easy to access
-addctively, I played again and again to get a better life
Disadvantages:
-not finished, only the period bewteen age 3 to 12 are available in this version (looking forward updates)
-so realism, sometimes make player pessimistic

Three sentences as comments:
1. It is not a game, but the real life.
2.The world is not equal, first of all, the birth. No one can judge the family he was born.
3.After playing this game again and again, I found that although we know a lot about how to live a good life, but we can never
live the life good enough.. One of the buggiest, most insipid, and most uninspired shooters ever conceived. Stay away at all costs
from this garbage and play the original.. First VR Only then Nothing . Even Fullscreen dont Work .. No way i want this. A great
game that you should play if you enjoy train management.. Simple and great game
kind of remind me of hitman if it was made in the 8-bit era
i did not waste my money on this game. HIGHLY RECOMMEND Rating 9\/10 (Adult Content, Epic Story, Great Battle
Mechanics)

This is another excellent RPG Maker game that I recommend, except that this game has unique adult content. This game also
have a very interesting and epic storyline and great battle mechanics which I will explain below.

1. Adult Content
The steam version of this game is the "sanitized" version, where the naughty bits are all censored. However, you can download a
patch that will remove the censorship so you can watch the game in its intended form. So, the user can decide to have either the
censored or the uncensored version of the game. The story is also interspersed with explicit description of erotic scenes.

2. Epic Storyline
This game actually has an excellent and epic storyline and not does not just focus on petty banality. The content deals with racial
inequalities (creatures with wings dominate those without wings), social injustices, political intrigues (different factions trying to
hurt each other) and lots of betrayal and falsehood.

The protoganist in this game is actually a poor single mom trying to make ends meet. She is a academic historian doing research
on ancient ruins as a full time job. She also has a side job as a "lady of the night" trying to make money to support her daughter.
So, as expected, money is very hard to get in this game. Grinding give you limited money because only humanoid enemies drop
them, and the other monsters only give you XP. You have to be very selective in what you buy in this game.

3. Great Game Mechanics.
This game has a very interesting game mechanics. As you level up, your maximum Skill Points will increase. You are free to
select various skills for each character, as long as the total number of skill points are less than your maximum skill point for that
level. Now, you learn skills mainly from equiping and using gears (armors and weapons) for some duration of time. Since
money is hard to come by, you are free to circulate the same piece of armor to different team members so that they can learn
the skills from that piece of armor. For example "Armor of Shadow" will give you the ability to Counterstrike with Critical Hits.
Some gears will also give you passive abilites like HP (level 1-5), MP, Strenght, etc. So, in this game, you are free to strategize
and decide on what skills to pick, based on a very limited amount of skill points.

I enjoyed this game very much, and had a great time with both the eroticism, the great storyline and the battle mechanics.
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